
wedding investmentwedding investment
package informationpackage information

Included with all wedding experiences is an online gallery of retouched high-resolution 
digital images with the rights to share on social media, make unlimited downloads and 

print at the place of your choice — or through my professional lab!

Retainer Retainer 

To make sure that your big day (and the day of your engagement session) is reserved 
for you and no one else inquiring, I also require a 50% retainer fee at the time of 

booking. A link will be sent to your emails to sign the contract digitally, and to pay the 
invoice online.

Traveling Traveling 

It is $1 per mile for weddings outside of the 30-mile radius from the zip-code of 45066. 
Custom travel prices are available.

Since I shoot multiple sessions and weddings during Ohio’s peak seasons on the 
weekends, I charge an additional travel fee if the date and location of the wedding 

would prevent me from photographing another event that weekend as well. That one’s 
more rare, but I wanted to mention it up front. 

Sales Tax - Sales Tax - 7%

Additional Additional enhancements:enhancements:

Additional HoursAdditional Hours - -  $300 per additional hour

heirloom albumsheirloom albums - -  Starts at $750

CASSIDY ALANE PHOTOGRAPHY

https://cassidyalanephotography.com/wedding-heirloom-album


wedding packageswedding packages

The platinum Experience - $4600The platinum Experience - $4600

Ten consecutive hours of coverage time with two lead photographers that includes 
detail shots, photos of the bridal party getting ready, the First Look (if the Couple 

choose to do so), the ceremony, Couple by themselves, Couple with the bridal party, 
venue photos, table decorations, and the reception. Complimentary engagement 

session is included along with a complimentary 4”x4” engagement heirloom album AND 
10x10 Bride & Groom heirloom album!

The Complete Wedding Experience - $3200The Complete Wedding Experience - $3200

Eight consecutive hours of coverage time with two lead photographers that includes 
detail shots, photos of the bridal party getting ready, the First Look (if the Couple 

choose to do so), the ceremony, Couple by themselves, Couple with the bridal party, 
venue photos, table decorations, and the reception. Complimentary engagement 

session is included.

The basic Experience - $2500The basic Experience - $2500

This basic Experience includes six hours of coverage with two lead photographer that 
includes photos of the bride’s details, getting ready photos of the couple (together or 
separate), a first look (if you’d like), ceremony coverage, partial reception coverage 

and bride and groom portraits. 
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